Fetuin A/nutritional status predicts cardiovascular outcomes and survival in hemodialysis patients.
Fetuin A - a predictor of cardiovascular (CV) outcomes in dialysis patients - is correlated with over-nutrition in the general population. Whether fetuin A and nutritional status interact with each other to alter CV outcomes and survival in hemodialysis (HD) patients remains unknown. We performed a prospective study on 388 prevalent HD patients. We used the geriatric nutritional risk index (GNRI) for the evaluation of nutritional status. Study outcomes included the occurrence of CV event, CV death, and all-cause mortality during follow-up; interactions between parameters for predicting outcomes were assessed by the interaction terms in a Cox regression model. Overall, 131 patients experienced CV events and 92 patients died, with 51 CV deaths. HD patients with higher fetuin A levels had lower numbers of CV events (adjusted hazard ratio [HR], 0.9; 0.81-0.99) and all-cause mortality (adjusted HR, 0.97; 0.91-0.99). However, patients with higher GNRI had lower all-cause mortality (adjusted HR, 0.79; 0.51-0.98, for every 10-unit increase). Fetuin A levels and GNRI showed a significant interaction in the prediction of CV events (adjusted HR, 1.01; 1.008-1.02) but not for all-cause or CV mortality. In patients with poor nutritional status, higher fetuin A levels were associated with fewer CV events; however, in contrast, in subjects with better nutritional status, higher fetuin A levels appeared to lead to a higher number of CV events. Fetuin A showed a remarkable interaction with nutritional status in evaluating the risks of CV morbidities in prevalent HD patients.